
 

 

MINUTES 
PETERBOROUGH PLANNING BOARD 

TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH 
Monday, October 12, 2020 – 6:30 p.m. 

Peterborough, New Hampshire 
 

 Members Present: Ivy Vann, Sarah Steinberg Heller, Judy Wilson Ferstenberg, 
Tyler Ward, Alan Zeller, Lisa Stone, Andy Dunbar, Rich Clark and Lindsay 
Dreyer   
 
Also Present: Laura Norton and Danica Melone, Office of Community 
Development 
 
Chair Vann called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. noting the meeting was the 
regularly scheduled October meeting of the Planning Board. She noted the 
checklist to ensure meetings are complaint with the Right-to-Know Law during the 
State of Emergency (declared by Governor Sununu, Emergency Order #12, 
pursuant to Executive Order 2020-04 “which authorizes this public body to meet 
electronically.) It was noted the “Zoom” platform was being used for the meeting 
which would allow all individuals to communicate contemporaneously throughout 
the meeting by using the assigned meeting ID.  
 
A Member Roll Call was initiated where the Member stated their name, noting 
they were present. 

Minutes: 

A motion was made/seconded (Zeller/Heller) to approve the Minutes of September 
14, 2020. A roll call vote was taken with all in favor.  

Chair Vann then read the first item on the agenda: 

Preliminary Review Application: Peterborough Highland Farm LLC, owners of 
Tax Map U002-039-000, 63 Old Street Road (also known as the Stone Barn) to 
formally request a 1-year time extension on existing approvals.  
 
Chad Branon introduced himself as a Civil Engineer with Fieldstone Land 
Consultants, PLLC located in Milford, New Hampshire and representative for 
Peterborough Highland Farm LLC. 
 
Mr. Branon began by requesting a one-year extension as mentioned above. “We 
have recently been in discussion with both town staff and the Conservation 
Commission and going through some value engineering for the project to make 
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improvements.” He went on to say “we’ve had some good dialogue but we feel we 
need some additional time so we are requesting an extension of the current 
approvals.” Mr. Branon concluded by noting the extension would allow them time 
to put thought into the feedback they’d received. “We are not making any changes; 
we are just asking for an extension of the original approvals” he said.  
 
Chair Vann asked if there were any questions from the Board (there were none). 
She then asked if there were any questions from the public (also none ). 
 
A motion was made/seconded (ZellerStone) to approve a one-year extension of the 
original approvals to Peterborough Highland Farm LLC, owners of Parcel No. 002-
039-000, 63 Old Street Road (also known as the Stone Barn). All were in favor via 
a roll call vote.  

Preliminary Review Application: Peterborough Commercial Associates, LLC to 
discuss the proposed merger of lots U018-065-000, U021-004-000, and U021-005-
000; 104-108 Grove Street, located in the Village Commercial District; for their 
proposed redevelopment with associated site improvements to allow for the 
development of a 3-story multi-use building.  

 
Once again Chad Branon introduced himself as a Civil Engineer with Fieldstone 
Land Consultants, PLLC located in Milford, New Hampshire and representative 
for Peterborough Commercial Associates, LLC. 
 

 
 
With a graphic projected, Mr. Branon began by reviewing the merger of the lots 
for a three-story, mixed-use building in the Village Commercial District (VDC) 
acknowledging “which has requirements of its own.” Reiterating the application 
was of preliminary nature he told the Members he was present to discuss the 
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conceptual development of the property. He noted the potential future property 
owner Dr. Tae Kwan (Monadnock Perio and Implant Center) and Katie Sutherland 
(khs Architects) were present as well. 
 
Mr. Branon reviewed the 0.35-acre parcel with its perimeter boundary, noting the 
light dash lines showed the internal lines indicating where the mergers would be. 
He noted the intent to develop a three-story, multi-tenant building (approximately 
2000 square feet) with a Dentist Office on the first floor; two apartments units on 
the second floor and one apartment unit on the third floor. He noted one central 
entrance to the building and pointed out a parking area with the required 12 spaces. 
Noting the parking calculation of 3 spaces per 1000 square feet for the business 
and 2 spaces for the apartments, “we have adequate parking for the site” he said.  
 
Mr. Branon went on to review the entrance to the lot and traffic flow, the 60% 
impervious cover to the layout (maximum 80% coverage cited in the VCD 
requirements) and preliminary soil testing (showing good sandy soil to meet the 
infiltrating of the stormwater runoff on the site), meeting the Groundwater Overlay 
requirements on the site. He pointed out the location of the dumpster and snow 
storage on the south side of the lot. Citing the VDC’s Performance Standards of 
locating parking to the side or rear of the building, “with this layout, this is the best 
we can do” he said adding “it is similar to other developments along Route 202 and 
will have one ADA parking space and a bike rack as required.” He concluded by 
noting they were eager to received feedback from the Board and public to work for 
a Site Plan review in November.  
 

As Chair Vann noted the constraints of the lot for parking and the need for some 
tress “when that time comes” asked if there were any questions from the Board. 
Mr. Dunbar asked about the State’s input. Mr. Branon noted they did not have a 
curb cut as yet “but it is appropriate to come before local review first” adding  the 
site would produce low traffic generation at off-peak hours but that is a part of the 
site plan review process” he said.  

Mr. Dunbar asked about any intent by the State to widen the road at the 
intersection with Chair Vann noting her experience in working on the Public 
Works and Highway Department Committee at the State House “I can pretty much 
tell you that is not likely to happen, I just don’t see it being an issue.” 

Noting she was feeling directionally challenged, Ms. Stone asked for confirmation 
of the location of the building (next to Dunkins, headed south). She also asked 
about the Altown Convenience Store’s location and their entrance and any 
flexibility for the applicant’s entrance location should it be needed. Mr. Branon 
replied there was room for adjustments if necessary.  
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Mr. Ward commented that he’d counted 18 parking spaces and asked about a 
reduction to 12 spaces for the sake of sparing more asphalt on the site. As Chair 
Vann agreed, Mr. Branon noted the challenges of scheduling appointments in a 
staggered fashion for functionality while citing no alternative parking areas on the 
site or in the area.  

A brief discussion about site functionality, appointment scheduling, parking 
necessity, alternatives and whether or not the apartments would house two people 
with two cars followed. Chair Vann cited a growing trend that demographically 
apartments are being occupied more and more by single adults “and we should be 
aware of that” she said.  

Architect Katy Sutherland gave the Members a very brief review of the project, 
showing them schematic design of the elevations and floor plans of the building 
from Grove Street, taking their cue from the other buildings on the street (three-
story, white wood siding for a New England feel) with the dental office occupying 
the first floor and apartment units (two, two-bedroom units on the second floor and 
one two-bedroom unit on the third floor). While acknowledging a goal of 
providing more housing Ms. Ferstenberg inquired as to square feet of the 
apartments and the size of the bedrooms in the units noting they appeared quite 
small. 

From the audience Libby Reindhart asked for clarification on the location (this 
project is not going where the Rehab Facility was approved) and how many 
dentists would be working out of the office. Mr. Branon replied the plan was set up 
for two dentists with three to five other people (patients and staff) in the office at 
any given time. 

Joann Carr introduced herself as the representative from the Conservation 
Commission and noted their concerns about groundwater protection. “We certainly 
hope you are planning a trip to the ConCom to discuss groundwater and infiltration 
before it gets to a site plan before the Planning Board” she said.  

Stephanie Hurley introduced herself and “as a voice from the other side” told the 
Members she saw up to five exams rooms with patients, dentists and staff and 
cautioned a reduction in the amount of parking spaces on site. When Dr. Kwan was 
asked for input, he began with his with sincere thanks for the opportunity to review 
his project but agreed with Ms. Hurley about the parking spaces. He confirmed 5 
exam rooms with staggered appointments and patients coming and going and 
respectfully requested the parking spaces be kept as is.  

Mr. Dunbar the dimensional requirements (specifically setbacks from the property 
lines and parking) in the VCD with Mr. Branon noting while there were no such 
requirements in the VCD for the building they did comply with the local 
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regulations. He noted the 20-foot setback requirement for parking has been met. 
Mr. Branon also noted that along the rear line of the plan they had a 5-foot setback 
to try to maximize the green space along Route 202. “This is allowed as long as the 
abutter is OK with” he said adding “and if not, we can revise it to make it 10 feet, 
we can make that work.”  

Ms. Ferstenberg noted her concern with the proximity of highway to the entrance 
to the building.  “I can see someone sliding into the lobby in an ice storm” she said. 
Chair Vann interjected “well since that is a state road, I suggest we let the state 
worry about it.”  

In closing Mr. Dunbar asked about a sidewalk and Mr. Ward and Ms. Steinberb 
Heller both noted their appreciated for the mixed-use application for the parcel. 

Plan Review Application for a proposed change of use of the property located at 
28 Main Street, U017-073-000, located in the Downtown Commercial District. The 
applicant proposes changing the use from fully commercial uses to a mixed-use of 
residential and commercial units.  

Chair Vann began by noting “this is a site plan review so in theory we can make a 
decision tonight if everything lines up.” 

Mike Dias introduced himself and thanked the Board for their time. Projecting a 
graphic he told the Members “this is specifically about parking.” He told the 
Members he would like to keep the hair salon that currently exists and use the rest 
of the first floor (Main Street level) for other retail and one apartment unit. He 
went on to note he proposed two other apartments on the second floor and two eco-
lofts on the third floor. “There will be no changes to the building itself at all” he 
said and the parking will be accommodated by town parking.” 

Mr. Dias noted Town Code 195-16. Parking Lots where the regulation describes 
three types of public parking including daily parking in the Downtown, School 
Street/Depot Street Lot (no more than 24 hours); long term parking at the Summer 
Street Parking Lot (not more than 72 hours) and leased parking lot spaces at the 
Summer Street Lot (where the Town may rent individual parking spaces to any 
individual who desires to rent same for a minimum period of one month at the rate 
of $20.00 (and) rental permits will not exceed 10 spaces. These short-term rentals 
haven no time limit and vehicles may remain parked around the clock seven days a 
week. 
 

“Here is the thing” interjected Chair Vann as she went on to say “the Planning 
Board cannot decide your off-site parking. In order for us to review your site plan 
that discussion must have already taken place with the Town. Once you have a 
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plan for where and how many spaces, we can take it on but not until that is done.” 
Chair Vann went on to suggest the applicant acquire an architect competent with 
existing building code to assist him in figuring out how to get the building 
(parking) int compliance with the Town “and then come back to us.” When Mr. 
Dias asked specifically who he should contact at the Town level he was told 
“(Town Administrator) Rodney Bartlett and potentially DPW Coordinator Seth 
MacLean. Mr. Dias noted he had attempted to  secure a  place on the Board of 
Selectmen’s agenda for several months but had not been successful. Ms. Melone 
concurred he had reach out “but his request was not seen as critical and with their 
full agendas he has not been heard.” 

Chair Vann noted options for conditional approval (re: resolution of parking 
problems) since the exterior of the building is not being altered. Mr. ward inquired 
as to the use of the small courtyard in the back of the building (facing Wall Street) 
with Mr. Dias noting they intended to preserve that green space. He noted the same 
was true for area between the building and the Mariposa Museum. A brief 
discussion about the potential to reduce the parking requirements also followed.  

Ms. Steinberg Heller noted her disappointment with being put into such a position 
in the first place and suggested an above-board resolution with the applicant 
(however) resolving his parking problem and then coming back to the Planning 
Board for his site plan approval. She suggested that was the best approach to 
avoiding rumors or hurt feelings. “Putting me and my fellow Board Members in 
this position seems very out of order” she said.  

Ms. Ferstenberg asked about parking on the street with Chair Vann noting the 
problems with the winter parking ban (or which she is not a fan) and snow removal 
efforts throughout the winter months. 

Chair Vann then said, “it seems like we are not ready, I would like to get a sense of 
the Board as to our next step.” She went on to say, “I think (we think) the project is 
worthwhile and we are eager to see it again once the parking issue is settled.” A 
roll call vote was taken and the sense of the Board echoed that sediment exactly.  

Other Business: 

Chair Vann announced that workshops for the Master Plan and as well as its’ 
Vision Chapter were in the works. She emphasized the first priority was the update 
of the Vision Chapter as well as the importance of public outreach. She noted no 
real work had been done since 2017-2018 “so we are not comfortable with 
enacting zoning changes at this point. We need to know  what the people want 
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first, reconstitute the Master Plan Steering Committee and put together a series of 
public engagement sessions.   

A brief discussion of the defunct Housing Task Force (originally created to take on 
this task) as well as setbacks created by the Covid Pandemic followed.  

Chair Vann concluded by noting the scheduling of outreach session would be 
ongoing “but we will not be ready to propose anything before 2021 so my guess is 
we will see amendments at the 2022 Town Meeting. That is where we are and that 
is where we go.” It was noted that zoning amendments by petition were always an 
option. 

Stephanie Hurley introduced herself as a member of the Citizens for Sensible 
Zoning Committee and thanked the Board for taking the time to consider her 
proposal. She briefly reviewed their efforts to restart what they had begun in 
February and work with Planning Board and citizens interested in zoning changes. 
She addressed several issues the Committee wished to address, specifically an 
amendment of the Traditional Neighborhood Overlay Zone I (TNOZ I) as it 
applies to the Family and General Residence Zoning Districts and bring it into 
compliance with innovative land use (State Statute 674:21), “while preserving the 
character of the town we love so well.” She added the amendment should provide a 
diversity of housing options while protecting our natural resources. She told the 
Members they also hoped zoning would allow for a variety of housing options for 
a divert of populations, with clear guidelines for developers with potential projects, 
those who already live in town and those who may wish to move to town.  

Mr. Hurley noted several sheets items of information regarding amendments in 
dimensional requirements of the TNOZ I (recommendations for criteria to use and 
to bring in line with innovative and use chapter of the state statute and criteria for 
granting waivers avoiding the potential for too dense construction building with 
present requirements.  

Noting a preliminary process for Conditional Use Permits (CUPs) Ms. Hurley 
noted that in her experience she has seen multiple site plan revisions (specifically 
noting the Woodman’s Florist project) where a preliminary review process for the 
CUP would have “saved some of that.” She noted developing a CUP application 
that is more relevant to site design and waiver criteria (and what waivers may be 
given for what) would be beneficial and clarify the process to builders and 
developers.  

Ms. Hurley concluded by acknowledgment for the current process “but we ‘d like 
to work with the Planning Board and come up with more specifics.” She also noted 
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clarification of TNOZ I apples to town sewer and water, citing confusion even 
within her group. She offered to review their recommendations for the criteria for 
an amended TNOZ I (and) criteria for granting waivers “which are very specific” 
adding the Board may not want to delve that deep tonight. She concluded by noting 
what they were suggesting were not extreme changes and that what was being 
recommended was already, in many aspects, part of the code. “Just not as clear as 
we would like to see” she said adding “let’s get together and make this work for 
everyone. We hope you are open to considering meeting to discuss the specifics 
that we are not getting to today.”  

Chair Vann replied “thank you” and, as she asked the for a Sense of the Board she 
reiterated she added “I don’t feel that we can go forward at this point without more 
public engagement, I just don’t think it is fair. We need a bigger public 
engagement around this by doing the Vision Chapter first.” 

A sense of the Board via roll call vote was that the Members agreed with Chair 
Vann in that a significant amount of outreach and engagement was in order before 
getting into the nitty-gritty of getting into lot coverages and design standards. Ms. 
Heller also noted that the lack of the Housing Task Force was a  big blow to the 
effort, “it fell apart, it is huge element that is gone” she said. Chair Vann concluded 
by summarizing “I think we are happy to discuss it but we need a bigger public 
engagement.” 

When asked about the type of outreach the Board would be engaging in Chair 
Vann replied, “there are many techniques available that will allow us to reach out 
and engage as many people as possible to get a true representation from the whole 
town.”  Ms. Hurley noted the Citizens’ for Sensible Zoning was working on 
addressing changes in dimensional requirements that the outreach process is not 
specifically designed to do. “We are not doing much more than creating a system 
that allows development with a little more cautious attitude, not allowing city 
development to come into Peterborough.” She concluded by expressing her 
disappointment in the Board’s decision to not go forward with her suggestion. 

Chair Vann reminded the Members of a presentation in which Peterborough will 
be featured as one of the towns in Joe Minicozzi’s virtual presentation on “Taxes, 
Land Use and Value” this Thursday, October 15th at 10:00 a.m. She noted the 
presentation was sponsored by the New Hampshire Finance Authority and was free 
to attendees. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:00 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted,  
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Laura Norton  

Office of Community Development 


